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Online experimentation with volunteers relies on participants’ non-financial motivations to complete a study,
such as to altruistically support science or to compare oneself to others. Researchers rely on these motivations
to attract study participants and often use incentives, like performance comparisons, to encourage participation.
Often, these study incentives are advertised using a slogan (e.g., “What is your thinking style?”). Research on
framing effects suggests that advertisement slogans attract people with varying demographics and motivations.
Could the slogan advertisements for studies risk attracting only specific users? To investigate the existence of
potential sample biases, we measured how different slogan frames affected which participants self-selected
into studies. We found that slogan frames impact recruitment significantly; changing the slogan frame from a
‘supporting science’ frame to a ‘comparing oneself to others’ frame lead to a 9% increase in recruitment for
some studies. Additionally, slogans framed as learning more about oneself attract participants significantly
more motivated by boredom compared to other slogan frames. We discuss design implications for using frames
to improve recruitment and mitigate sources of sample bias in online research with volunteers.
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INTRODUCTION

Researchers are increasingly conducting online studies with volunteers, such as on the platforms
VolunteerScience [62], GamesWithWords [23], LabintheWild [47], and TestMybrain [19], as well
as by simply posting study links on online social networks. Unlike compensated studies, which
motivate participants through financial gain, studies with volunteers incentivize participation
through intrinsic motivations, such as the desire to help science or to learn more about oneself.
To leverage these motivations and attract participants, researchers often advertise studies using
catchy slogans, such as “Shine a light on vision research!” Prior work in volunteer recruiting across a
variety of domains shows that the use of slogan framing—where the way information is presented
leads to differences in how it is perceived [13, 60]—can lead to surprisingly large differences in how
many and which people are attracted [22, 33, 56, 60].
Similar effects of slogan framing could be expected in volunteer-based online studies. In fact,
these studies often collect widely varied sample sizes [35], with markedly different makeups in
terms of demographics and motivations to take studies (e.g., interest in supporting science versus
interested in comparing to others) [29, 47]. These sample biases, i.e., recruiting a participant sample
not representative of the entire population, can threaten study validity and generalizability [6].
The known differences in sample size and makeup of people that studies attract, coupled with
framing literature showing that slogans can attract differently depending on the individual, suggest
that how a study is advertised (i.e., what slogan it uses) is important in collecting adequate and
representative samples of participants. Are some slogan frames best at attracting participants? Do
certain types of participants prefer specific slogan frames more than others? If so, what sorts of
slogans will attract whom?
The goal of this paper is to (1) identify how using slogan frames affects recruitment in online
studies with volunteers and (2) determine whether different slogan frames recruit participants
differently based on motivation and demographics. To find out how slogan preferences, participant
motivations and demographics relate to one another, we collected preferences for different slogan
frames and motivations for volunteering from 59 participants on LabintheWild, a volunteer-based
online experimentation site [47]. We then explored how these preferences could affect sample
size and composition in online studies by deploying these slogans on five LabintheWild studies,
measuring how each affected subject recruitment with 2,670 participants.
Our analyses contribute two main findings:
(1) Slogans offering the incentive of participants learning about themselves or comparing themselves
to others are preferred by significantly more participants than other frames. This preference
leads to marked differences in recruitment: using a slogan that offers participants the benefit
of learning something new about themselves, such as personalized feedback or a social
comparison, can lead to almost a 9% increase in recruitment over a slogan appealing to
participants’ altruism to support science.
(2) Slogans focusing on participants learning something new about themselves recruited participants
who were significantly more interested to take studies out of boredom than other frames. This
influence of participant motivation on slogan preference can lead to higher drop out rates
and less attentive participants [29], impacting sample composition and threatening results.
(3) There were no significant differences between the age or gender of participants recruited by each
frame. While past work has shown differences in the the age and gender of people attracted
to different slogan advertisements, we did not find a similar result.
Our results suggest that researchers can use frames to boost recruitment in online studies, but
that it is important to recognize the possible sample biases a researcher introduces by using a
specific frame. For example, advertising studies as a way for participants to learn something new
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about themselves attracts participants more motivated by boredom than other frames. Participants
motivated by boredom have previously been found to be more inclined to drop out or not pay
attention to study instructions [29]. Based on our results, we recommend cycling through multiple
different slogan frames to advertise an online study in order to both collect adequate numbers of
participants while also ensuring participants with diverse motivations.
2

RELATED WORK

Related to our research questions mentioned in the introduction is prior work on: (1) motivations
to participate in online experiments and community-driven projects, (2) framing effects and target
marketing, and (3) framing for recruitment of volunteers.
2.1

Motivation for Taking Online Studies and Contributing to Community-Driven
Online Projects

People take part in online studies around the world, yet their motivations for doing so differ. For
example, people on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)—a large, general-purpose crowd-sourcing
site that researchers use to collect participant samples by offering small financial compensation [38,
50]—complete tasks (whether an experiment or general crowd-sourcing task) for a variety of
motivations other than the financial, such as to have fun, kill time, or seek a sense of purpose [2,
30]. However, studies on MTurk and similar sites rely on financial compensation: studies posted
on MTurk that offer no compensation are significantly less effective than compensated ones at
attracting and retaining participants [21, 38, 49]. Hsieh and Kocielnik [26] showed that Turkers’
values influence the type of financial reward they prefer (e.g., a lottery or fixed reward) which led
to differences in who self-selected into studies. These differences in self-selection affected task
outcome: a lottery reward attracted participants who provided more ideas in a brainstorming task
than participants recruited through a fixed reward [26]. This paper explores enhancing recruitment
through leveraging intrinsic motivations, which are often more varied and lack the financial
component [29].
Volunteer-based online experimentation has become increasingly popular in a number of disciplines, including linguistics (e.g., GamesWithWords [23]), psychology (e.g., Project Implicit [45],
TestMyBrain [19]), and social science and HCI research (e.g., LabintheWild.org [47]). These sites
have been shown to attract large numbers of participants. LabintheWild [47], for example, engages
an average of 1,000 participants a day, with over 4 million participants across more than 230
countries since its 2012 inception. As of 2017, TestmyBrain has hosted 1.7 million participants for
140+ research studies representing over 240 countries [59].
Unlike compensated studies, participant motivations for volunteer-based online studies are
more diverse [29]. An analysis of tweets about LabintheWild, for example, revealed four distinct
motivators for participants to share their results on social media: (1) comparison to others, (2)
curiosity about themselves, (3) desire to know if their own characteristics could be predicted, and
(4) improvement of particular skills [47]. Jun et al. [29] later surveyed 7,674 participants for three
LabintheWild studies on their motivations to participate and identified five unique categories:
(1) interest in supporting science, (2) interest in learning about oneself, (3) interest in comparing
oneself to others, (4) boredom, and (5) desire to have fun [29]. They found that the degree of these
motivations differed significantly by study, and that the type of motivation affected participant
rating consistency and accuracy in studies, as well as the likelihood a participant would drop out
of a study [29]. The findings from Jun et al. [29] suggest that the samples of different studies are
skewed in terms of motivations (i.e., some studies collect more participants interested in comparing
themselves to others relative to other studies); however, it is unclear whether this is due to how the
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study is advertised. We extend this related work by analyzing whether the framing of slogans is
the reason for skewed study samples.
Another body of work relevant to intrinsic motivations to volunteer is the theory of psychological
empowerment (PE). PE refers to perceived personal control and often is exemplified by an understanding and confidence in effecting change within one’s environment [64]. Research has shown
that encouraging factors of PE, such as self-efficacy, can motivate greater citizen participation in
online community projects [20]. Additionally, volunteering in community efforts has been shown
to promote aspects of PE, such as self-efficacy and a sense of community [43].
Participants who volunteer in community-driven projects, such as Wikipedia [63] or GalaxyZoo [46], also display a similarly diverse set of motivations. In GalaxyZoo, a citizen science site
where users classify galaxies from astronomy images, Raddick et al. [46] identified 12 motivations
for volunteering, the most popular being an interest in contributing to science, astronomy and
discovering new galaxies [46]. Participants on Foldit, a science-game site that addresses protein
folding, exhibited the strongest interests in contributing to science and interacting with others in a
community [14]. For the citizen science project stardust@home, the collective motivations (i.e.,
working towards a project’s goals) and intrinsic motivations (i.e., enjoyment from participating
in the activity itself) were strongest [41]. Other studies have also explored the motivation to take
part in pro-social behaviour. Liu et al. [36] categorized motivations for Kiva users, a peer-to-peer
micro-lending site, into 10 categories, including religious duty, empathy, altruism, and reciprocity.
2.2

Framing Effects

Recruiting participants for online studies can be inspired by a large body of work on marketing
research and framing effects. Framing refers to highlighting certain details (e.g., through wording
or use of visuals) to promote a particular interpretation of information [13, 16, 60].
There are numerous examples of framing in political science, marketing literature, and psychology
[13, 22, 34, 60]. A classic example of framing in psychology is Tversky and Kahneman [60]’s Asian
Disease study, where participants were asked to choose between one of two possible medicines
for a rare disease outbreak: option A would save 200 out of 600 lives, guaranteed; option B had a
2
1
3 chance of saving no one, and a 3 chance of saving all 600 people. 72% of participants selected
option A. However, when the same choices were framed negatively (i.e., 400 people will die for
option A), 78% of participants selected option B. The experiment showed how framing choices
positively or negatively could result in marked differences in risky behavior; people are more risk
averse when choices are positively framed (200 people will be saved) verses negatively framed (400
will die) [60]. In an example of framing in consumer choice, consumers rated beef almost 20% more
tasty (a difference of 1.26 on a 7 point scale) when it was framed as 75% lean versus 25% fat [34].
In the political context, frames are used to decide how a controversial issue is defined or presented,
emphasizing some aspects of an issue while ignoring others to influence public opinion. Often
these frames become so widespread that a simple phrase or slogan can evoke them (e.g., The war
on terror) [11, 13]. Sniderman and Theriault [55] found that 85% of survey respondents were in
favor of allowing a hate group to hold rallies when the question was prefaced with a free speech
reference, whereas only 45% were in favor of it when introduced with a warning about violence [55].
Other examples of diverse and competing political frames are gun control vs. personal freedom in
the American gun debate, traditional morality vs. egalitarianism in the same-sex marriage debate,
and media violence vs. weak gun laws in the gun safety and school shootings debate [9, 13, 22].
Previous work has identified framing dimensions that cut across political issues–such as morality,
security and defense, and cultural identity–implying that political frames relate to one another in
non-issue-specific ways [8, 11].
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The recent development of online platforms has also enabled researchers to study framing effects
online [5, 58]. Berger and Milkman [5] found that news stories evoking more positive emotions
tended to be shared more often than negative stories, and that stories with high emotional arousal
were more likely to go viral. Tan et al. [58] explored the effect of wording in message propagation
on Twitter, finding that tweets (from the same author and on the same topic) that were worded to
match the language style of a community and the author’s prior messages, or that mimicked news
headlines, were shared more often. Additionally, the language in job postings can have substantial
impacts on who applies [56]. Significantly more men apply to job posts that use words or phrases
like “tackle” or “prove that” while significantly more women apply to jobs advertised with words
such as “meaningfully” or “passion for learning” [56].
2.2.1 Framing in Pro-Social Activities. Framing has also been shown to be a useful strategy in
promoting pro-social activities, such as charitable giving, organ donation and voting [10, 12, 48].
In one instance, respondents reported significantly higher intentions to volunteer and donate to
child poverty initiatives after being shown a negatively framed slogan ("There are no silver spoons
for children born into poverty. Without your donation, their life would be hopeless." ) compared to a
positively framed slogan ("If only every child was born with a silver spoon. With your donation, their
life could become hopeful." ) [12]. A study on voter turnout found that voter survey questions framed
to invoke the personal identity of being a voter, as opposed to the behavior of voting, significantly
increased turnout [10]. In addition, Bond et al. [7] showed that framing voting in a social context
(i.e., by showing friends who voted) attracted an estimated 340,000 more voters (0.14% of the voting
age population in 2010) than a simple ad. Other factors that have been shown to affect participation
in pro-social activities, like blood donation and donating data to research, are perceived need,
organization reputation, and social signals [3, 37, 42]. Although prior findings strongly indicate
that framing is an effective way to recruit volunteers, and therefore could be effective at recruiting
participants for online studies, frames are unique across situations, and those for one context do
not necessarily apply to other scenarios [13, 16]. This paper seeks to identify what frames will be
the most effective in the context of online studies with volunteers.
In the context of citizen science, Lee et al. [32] applied framing in recruiting for Zooniverse,
basing frames on previously identified motivations to participate [32]. They found that framing
recruitment messages in terms of contributing to science was almost twice as effective at attracting
new participants compared to framing messages in terms of joining a community [32]. Although
useful in identifying potential frames, the study did not adapt messages to specific motivations. This
paper explores the possibility of certain frames being more effective for particular users relative to
others, providing a first step in adapting slogan frames to the participant.
Studies have found that message framing is influenced by people’s values and personality
traits [22, 33]. A frame supporting a person’s prior beliefs or values is often more effective than
one contradicting those values. For example, in a study exploring the framing of the American
gun debate, Democrats responded more strongly to a frame that blamed gun violence on weak
gun safety laws compared to Independents or Republicans [22]. Frames can also be more or less
effective depending on personality traits [33]. Levin et al. [33] showed that compared to the average
participant, those scoring low on the Conscientiousness or high on the Agreeableness personality
characteristics in the Big Five Personality Inventory [15] were less likely to prefer the risky choice
for the negative frame in a study similar to Tversky and Kahneman [60]’s Asian Disease study.
In a similar vein, tailoring advertisements and slogans to specific user populations has been
much more effective in a number of marketing scenarios [24, 25, 61]. For example, banner advertisements for cars that changed based on a user’s inferred cognitive style (e.g., impulsive vs.
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deliberate) led to an increase of user click-through rates and purchase likelihood compared to
generic advertisements [61].
These personal differences in framing effects and marketing research can have interesting
implications for the purpose of online experiments. In citizen science or advertising the makeup of
users recruited is less important than in online experimentation, where the sample of participants
recruited can lead to systematic sample biases if message framing indeed attracts participants
differently. We explore this possibility, identifying useful frames for online study recruitment and
measuring their effect on collecting diverse (or not so diverse) participant samples.
3

EXPERIMENTS

We conducted two studies on LabintheWild:
(1) Slogan Comparison: A study that collected participant slogan preferences for three existing
LabintheWild studies.
(2) Self-Selection Analysis: An A/B testing study that measured the likelihood of participants
selecting a study based on different slogans. We instrumented five LabintheWild studies’
ending pages with suggestions of other LabintheWild studies the volunteer could try. The
slogans used for each suggestion were randomly chosen from our slogan options in Study 1.
Study 1 allowed us to establish clear slogan preferences and their relation to motivations and
demographics, since each participant had to rank all possible slogans. Study 2 strengthened the
external validity of these findings, showing how these preferences do indeed lead to differences in
participant recruitment for online studies.
3.1

Study 1: Slogan Comparison

3.1.1 Slogan Generation and Classification. To generate a diverse set of slogans for this study, we
first decided on the following three LabintheWild studies, chosen to represent a variety of tasks:

Fig. 1. The three studies for which we generated slogans.

(1) Color Perception, which explores how participants’ demographics, specifically age and
gender, influence their ability to distinguish colors. The current slogan for the study on the
LabintheWild front page is, “Can we guess your age?”
(2) Implicit Memory, which tests how well participants acquire new knowledge from experiences over time [31]. The study asks participants to predict the weather (i.e., rainy or sunny)
based on a set of icons presented. The current slogan for the study on the LabintheWild front
page is, “How quickly do you learn?”
(3) Thinking Style, which analyzes how participants group new information. The study categorizes participants as either holistic or analytic thinkers based on a series of tasks that ask them
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to group images and words together. The current slogan for the study on the LabintheWild
front page is, “What is your thinking style?”
We recruited five participants (two female) to generate alternative slogans through a brainstorming session. We gave the participants an explanation of the concept of a slogan and the content of
each of the three studies. We did not tell them the current slogan to prevent fixation on one idea
or frame. We also did not tell participants about the motivations or ask them to create slogans in
specific frames, seeking to place as few restrictions on slogan generation as possible. For each study,
participants were given five minutes and instructed to generate as many and as diverse slogans
as possible individually. They were then instructed to select the three they found most attractive.
Afterwards, each member shared their selected slogans with the group. As a result, the participants
generated 15 slogans for each study, for a total of 45 slogans.
Following the procedure in Lee et al. [32], where they based recruitment frames off of previously
identified motivations to participate in citizen science projects, we categorized the slogans into
frames matching user motivations for taking online experiments. The initial frames were based
on the motivations found in Jun et al. [29]: supporting science, learning about oneself, comparing
oneself to others, boredom, and fun. Two authors independently coded the slogans into these
frames, giving multiple codes in order of importance in the case of disagreement, then met and
resolved any differences in the coding. Due to comments from both coders on the difficulty and
arbitrariness of differentiating the fun and bored frames, we grouped the fun and bored slogan
frames together (now referred to as fun & bored). The final set of frames were: supporting science
(science), learning about oneself (self-learn), comparing oneself to others (compare), and fun
and boredom (fun & bored). After brainstorming and coding the slogans, one author contributed
two additional slogans per study to increase the diversity of frames; these new slogans were then
coded independently by the second author and resolved following the procedure above. Six slogans
were selected for each study to test.
Before resolving differences, the inter-rater reliability using Cohen’s Kappa over the entire
set of slogans (including the two slogans added per study) was κ = .63. This somewhat low
inter-rater agreement speaks to the difficulty of coding frames [11]. By resolving differences after
independently coding all slogans, we sought to arrive at frames that we were confident would be
consistent and intuitive. We also report on individual slogan performance. Table 1 identifies the
slogans and their associated study and frames.
3.1.2 Procedure. After agreeing to the informed consent, participants filled out a demographics
questionnaire including questions about their age and gender, as these demographic variables
have been shown to affect volunteer engagement [29, 46]. The experiment then proceeded with
45 slogan pairs (15 pairs for each study) and asked participants to choose one of each in response
to the question: “Which study are you more likely to participate in?” Slogan pairs were presented
in random order. Each slogan was presented along with the logo and the same description of the
study (see figure 2). To gather motivation data we followed the procedure in Jun et al. [29] and had
participants rate their motivation to volunteer in a LabintheWild study using five 5-point Likerttype scales for the five motivations (fun, boredom, compare, self-learn, science) with text-anchors
from 1 (‘Not at all’) to 5 (‘Very much’). The five motivation scales were presented in a randomized
order. We deployed this experiment on LabintheWild and shared the link via social media (i.e.,
Facebook and Twitter). We used two alternate slogans to advertise the study: “See behind the scenes
of LabintheWild!” for one month and “What will the next study be called on LabintheWild?” for two
months. We swapped slogans on the possibility that the slogans might attract participants with
different motivations to participate.
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Table 1. Slogans generated for each study, with the coded frames.

Slogan
Are you a super color perceiver?
What countries see more colorfully?
Discover the kaleidoscope in your eyes!
Help us discover how people see color differently!
Do you see colors like others?
Shine a light on vision research!
Can you predict the weather?
Help us build a roadmap of memory!
Can you decode an alien language?
Test your subconscious!
How does your memory stack up to others?
Contribute to our understanding of understanding!
Do you think like others?
Are you more like a scientist or a buddha?
How is your brain wired?
How do people think differently?
Compare your thinking style!
Support research on the way we think!

Study
Color Perception
Color Perception
Color Perception
Color Perception
Color Perception
Color Perception
Implicit Memory
Implicit Memory
Implicit Memory
Implicit Memory
Implicit Memory
Implicit Memory
Thinking Style
Thinking Style
Thinking Style
Thinking Style
Thinking Style
Thinking Style

Frame
self-learn
fun & bored
fun & bored
science
compare
science
fun & bored
science
fun & bored
self-learn
compare
science
compare
fun & bored
self-learn
science
compare
science

Fig. 2. Example of slogan choices participants saw as part of our slogan comparison study.

3.1.3 Participants. A total of 157 participants took part. After excluding participants who did
not fully complete the study, were repeat testers, or indicated in the comments that they merely
clicked through the study, our data set included 59 participants (33 female). Participants’ mean age
was 28.47 (sd = 15.57). Most participants came from the United States (35 participants) and had
completed some college education (57 participants). Table 2 outlines participants’ motivations.
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Table 2. Average participant motivations for Study 1 and 2. Following the procedure in Jun et al. [29],
participants were asked, “To what extent are you participating in an experiment on LabintheWild for the
following reasons?” Motivations were ranked on five 5-point Likert-type scales (one for each motivation) from
1 (‘Not at all’) to 5 (‘Very much’).

Motivations
Comparison
Self-learn
Science
Fun
Boredom

Mean (sd) - Study 1
3.37 (1.24)
3.86 (1.22)
4.22 (0.87)
3.83 (1.19)
2.78 (1.45)

Mean (sd) - Study 2
3.38 (1.37)
4.29 (1.02)
3.69 (1.25)
4.15 (1.03)
3.25 (1.41)

3.1.4 Analysis. We first compared the motivation ratings we collected with the ratings found in
Jun et al. [29], and found that the distribution of motivations in our sample were consistent with
their findings. We used the Copeland Counting strategy [53] to rank slogan preference. Each slogan
received a score calculated as the number of times it was selected. The slogan scores then vary
from 0 (never selected) to 5 (always selected).
To analyze which slogan scores differed significantly from one another, we conducted a repeated
measures ANOVA and Tukey post hoc tests across the scores of each slogan. The independent
variable here was the slogan (e.g., “Do you see colors like others?”), while the dependent variable
was the slogan score. We used a repeated measures ANOVA in order to control for the fact that the
samples of each slogan’s scores were not independent, as every participant saw every slogan. All
post hoc analyses used the Benjamini-Hochberg correction [4] for multiple hypothesis testing. We
augmented post hoc tests with Cohen’s d effect size, which reports the magnitude of differences in
means between samples, independent of sample size [57].
To answer how slogan frame preferences differ depending on participant motivations and
demographics, we ran correlation tests for each of the participant motivations, age, and the Copeland
count score for each slogan frame. To control for the possible influence of collinearity between
motivations, we used partial correlations [17], which let us explore the relationship between the
frame score and a single motivation while controlling for other motivations. We used Pearsons’s r
correlation coefficient for all correlation tests. Additionally, to see how gender influenced slogan
preference, we compared the scores men and women gave to each slogan frame. In order to remain
as close to prior work on these categories of participant motivations as possible, we follow the
procedure in [29] and [40] to use parametric tests and mean reporting on the motivation ratings
(see Pell [44] and Jamieson [27] for more information on this distinction).
All analyses were made in Python using the statsmodels and SciPy libraries [28, 52]. Our dataset
and analysis scripts are publicly available at https://github.com/talaugust/slogan_testing.
3.1.5

Results.

What slogan frames are most preferred by participants in volunteer-based online experiments?
Slogan scores differed significantly across slogans (F 17,59 = 11.49, p < .00001). Table 3 summarizes
the largest differences in scores for specific slogans in each study.
Over slogan frames, the top scoring frame was self-learn (m=3.19, sd = 1.43), then compare
(mean=2.97, sd=1.38), fun & bored (m=2.45, sd=1.61) and finally science (m=1.90, sd=1.50). Given
that there were ambiguities in coding the slogan frames, it is important to recognize the slogans
themselves that tended to perform best. Slogans with terms like “others,” “test,” and “super,” which
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Table 3. Top and bottom slogan choices for the three studies averaged across all participants in Study 1.
Scores can range between [0, 5], from never chosen to always preferred. Effect sizes are reported with Cohen’s
d.

Study
Thinking
Style
Color
Perception
Implicit
Memory

Bottom choice (frame)
Support research on the way we think!
(science) (m=.95, sd=1.29)
Shine a light on vision research!
(science) (m=1.75, sd=1.55)

Top choice (frame) (d)
t-test
Do you think like others? (compare) p<.001
(m=3.24, sd=1.23) (d=1.81)
Are you a super color perceiver? p<.001
(compare) (m=3.37, sd=1.36) (d=1.12)

Contribute to our understanding of Test your subconscious! (self-learn) p<.001
understanding! (science) (m=1.61, (m=3.10, sd=1.53) (d=.98)
sd=1.53)

were coded as compare or self-learn, tended to outperform slogans with words like “support”
and “research” (science frame). Figure 3 plots the mean score for each slogan, grouped by framing.

Fig. 3. Average slogan scores on a scale from 0 (never selected) to 5 (always selected) in Study 1 for all slogans
grouped by frame.

Do slogan frame preferences differ depending on participant motivations and demographics? When
controlling for motivations and age using partial correlations, the compare motivation was significantly correlated with the scores of the compare frame (ρ = .28, p < .05). All other partial
correlations between slogan scores and motivation and age ranged from ρ = [−.17, .15] and were
not significant. There were no significant differences in slogan scores between men and women.
The findings suggest that the self-learn and compare slogan frames are most attractive to
participants on average. Additionally, there is a slight relationship between participants’ motivation
and their preference for certain slogan frames (e.g., participants who rate highly their motivation
to compare tend to also rate slogans in the compare frame higher).
3.2

Study 2: Click-through rate analysis

Our second study was designed to find out whether preferences for specific slogan frames translate
into participants selecting studies advertised with these frames.
3.2.1 Materials. LabintheWild studies present personalized feedback pages to participants after
they complete experiments. These pages link to other LabintheWild studies, aiming to generate
more traffic on the site. Currently, these links use static slogans to advertise studies. An example of
links on the feedback page is shown in Figure 4.
As an instrumentation procedure for our participant self-selection analysis, we randomized the
slogans presented to participants. In each case, two of the three LabintheWild studies from Study
1 were randomly presented to the participant on the feedback page. We only adapted the slogan
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Fig. 4. Example of study links at the end of a study feedback page; A/B tested slogans are circled.

for the study (see Figure 4), while the thumbnail and description of the study stayed the same.
We measured whether participants clicked on one of the two studies. The click-through rate was
defined as the ratio of participants who clicked on the slogan to a specific study compared to the
total number of participants who saw the same slogan.
We instrumented five LabintheWild studies:
• The same three studies as used in Study 1 (see study details in Section 3.1).
• Website colorfulness and complexity, a study that asked participants to rate the colorfulness and visual complexity (i.e., information clutter) of different websites.
• Memory, a study that asked participants to memorize and later recall sequences of numbers.
Each participant who finished any of these five studies was presented with two additional studies
(out of the three for which slogans had been created in Study 1). The studies ranged in length from
5-10 minutes. The types of feedback pages presented to participants at the end of the studies were
a diverse mixture of social comparisons, teaching participants more about science, and teaching
participants more about themselves.
3.2.2 Procedure. After agreeing to the informed consent, participants in each of the five instrumented studies answered the same motivations questionnaire described in 3.1. Following the
questionnaire, participants completed the study. At the end of the study, participants saw their
feedback page, which contained at the bottom the two randomized slogans advertising additional
studies. Due to the variable length of the feedback pages and the size of participants’ screens,
sometimes the participant needed to scroll down the page in order to see the randomized slogans.
Each study also presented participants with a demographics form. Depending on the study, this
form was either before the motivations questionnaire or before the feedback page at the end of the
study. The demographics form was already integrated into each study, and thus we were unable to
change its ordering to remain consistent across instrumented studies.
3.2.3 Participants. During 3 months in 2018, 3,055 participants completed the five studies. The
participants came from 111 different countries, and education levels ranged from pre-high school
to postdoctoral studies. For analysis, we excluded any participants who did not provide motivation
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics for our second study sample.

Thinking Style
Implicit Memory
Color Perception
Colorfulness & Complexity
Memory

N
1232
440
785
104
109

Mean age (sd)
26.88 (11.87)
24.49 (10.94)
26.27 (14.30)
28.79 (11.62)
24.47 (10.92)

% Female
54.87
53.18
49.55
51.92
48.62

% Male
44.13
46.82
50.44
48.08
51.38

ratings. We also excluded participants who declined to provide their age or gender and those who
chose ‘other’ for gender because there were too few (< 3% of the overall sample) to provide a
statistically viable sample. The final dataset totalled 2,670 participants. Table 4 presents more detail
of participant composition across all five studies.
Overall 536 participants decided to take an additional study (“clicked through”); a click-through
rate of 17.55%. After excluding participants who did not provide motivation or demographic
information, we had a sample of 485 participants who clicked through.
3.2.4 Analysis. To find out how the use of different slogan frames affects online study recruitment,
we ran chi-squared tests between the click-through rates of each slogan, as well as the average
click-through of slogans grouped by frame. The chi-squared tests let us see if the click-through
frequency for different slogans and frames significantly differed from a uniform click-through rate.
When calculating click-through rate frequency, we used the original sample of 536 participants,
since these analyses did not rely on participant motivations or demographics.
Finally, to analyze whether slogan frames recruit participants with different motivations or
demographics, we conducted independent samples t-tests over the samples of participants each
slogan frame recruited. Our goal was to see whether participants had significantly different motivation ratings or demographics, which would suggest that the slogan frame used did in fact recruit
a biased sample of participants. We applied the Benjamini-Hochberg correction [4] for multiple
hypothesis testing. We additionally augmented our tests with Cohen’s d effect size [57]. For gender,
we ran chi-squared tests between the sample of men and women recruited by each slogan frame.
To augment our chi-squared tests, we used the ϕ coefficient, which is similar to Cohen’s d as an
effect size calculation for categorical variables [18].
3.2.5

Results.

How does using different slogan frames affect online study recruitment? Each slogan was presented
an average of 336 times (sd = 63.38) and had an average click-through rate of 8.75% (sd = 3.21%).
The rates of participants selecting the first or second study in the results footer (see Figure 4) were
not significantly different (50.17% vs. 48.88%, respectively) (χ22 = 0.09, p = .76, ϕ = .01).
2 = 66.79, p < .05). As in Study 1,
Slogans had significantly different click-through rates (χ17
slogans in the self-learn frame tended to perform best. Table 5 shows the slogans with the highest
and lowest click-through rates for each study (thinking style, implicit memory, and color perception)
and whether this difference was significant. Difference in slogan click-through rates are substantial:
in some cases changing from a science slogan to a compare slogan (advertising the same study)
can increase click-through rate by almost 9%.
self-learn performed best in terms of click-through rates (mean = 10.44%, sd = 3.0%), then
fun & bored (mean= 9.38%, sd=4.14%), compare (mean=8.64%, sd= 2.90%), and finally science
performed the worst (mean=7.45%, sd =2.91%). Looking at the top and bottom performing slogans,
it is again clear that slogans with words like “others” and “test” (“Test your subconscious!” performed
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Table 5. Top and bottom performing slogans for the three studies. Effect sizes are reported with ϕ coefficient
for categorical variables.

Study

Bottom choice (frame)
(% click-through)
Thinking Support research on the way we
Style
think! (science) (2.90%)
Color
What countries see more colorPercep- fully? (fun & bored) (8.68%)
tion
Implicit Can you predict the weather?
Memory (fun & bored) (4.15%)

Top choice (frame)
(% click-through) (ϕ)
Do you think like others? (compare)
(11.51%) (ϕ = .58)
Discover the kaleidoscope in your eyes!
(fun & bored) (12.42%) (ϕ = .07)

Chisquared
p<.05

Can you decode an alien language?
(fun & bored) (14.52%) (ϕ = .56)

p<.05

n.s.

second-best in the Implicit Memory Study with 13.3%), which were coded often as self-learn or
compare, led to better slogan performance compared to words like “support” (coded as science).
Figure 5 plots the mean score for each slogan, grouped by framing.
Slogan and frame performance are similar to Study 1, with one study having the exact same top
and bottom slogans (i.e., “Do you think like others?” and “Support research on the way we think!”)
and the same top and bottom performing frames overall (self-learn and science, respectively).

Fig. 5. Slogan click-through rates for Study 2.

Do slogan frames recruit participants with different motivations or demographics? Interestingly, the
sample of participants who clicked through at all (i.e. selected to take an additional study, regardless
of slogan) had significantly higher ratings of all motivations but boredom compared to participants
who did not click through. Table 6 provides details between these differences in motivations.
The sample of participants recruited by the self-learn frame rated the bored motivation
(mean=3.57, sd=1.35) significantly higher than the sample of participants recruited by the fun & bored
frame (mean=3.14, sd=1.35) (t 244 = 2.39, p< .05, d=.32) and the compare frame (mean=3.09, sd=1.35)
(t 182 = 2.39, p< .05, d=.35). Figure 6 outlines the differences in average motivation of the samples
recruited by each frame. Notice that, although not statistically significant, the science frame also
recruited participants who rated the matching science motivation highest. There were no significant
differences in the age or gender of participants recruited by each frame.
These results, coupled with the slight but significant correlation in Study 1, suggest that there is
a small effect of participant motivation on slogan preference, and that different slogan frames do
lead to slight differences in the motivational makeup of participants recruited into a study.
4

DISCUSSION AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

This paper explored differences in participant slogan frame preferences for online experiments with
volunteers. Are some slogan frames best at attracting volunteers? Do certain types of participants
prefer specific frames more than others? If so, what sorts of slogans will attract whom?
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Fig. 6. Average motivation for participant samples recruited by each frame. Error bars are standard errors.
* denotes p < .05 for independent samples t-test.
Table 6. Motivations for participants who did and did not click through. * (p < .01), ** (p < .0001))

Motivation
Comparison
Self-learn
Science
Fun
Boredom

Click-through (N=485)
(mean, sd)
mean=3.51, sd = 1.37
mean=4.51, sd = .77
mean=3.89, sd = 1.15
mean=4.30, sd = .85
mean=3.13, sd = 1.44

No
click-through
(N=2185) (mean, sd)
mean=3.35 sd = 1.37
mean=4.24 sd = 1.06
mean=3.65 sd = 1.27
mean=4.12 sd = 1.06
mean=3.22 sd = 1.43

Significance (effect size)
* t 2668 = −2.27, (d = .11)
** t 2668 = −5.11, (d = .27)
** t 2668 = −3.75, (d = .19)
* t 2668 = −3.48, (d = .18)
t 2668 = .252, (d = .01)

We found that participants prefer different slogans, and that these preferences are influenced by
the participants’ motivations, but not by their age or gender. Further, these preferences translate
into differences into who self-selects into studies advertised with different slogans.
Some slogan frames generally recruited better than others: in the thinking style study, for
example, using a slogan framed as comparing to others (compare) increased recruitment by close
to 9% compared to using a slogan framed as contributing to science (science). Across all studies,
using a slogan framed as learning more about oneself (self-learn) boosted recruitment an average
of 3% over science slogans. The findings suggest that altruistic recruitment is less successful than
promising participants the possibility of learning about themselves or comparing to others.
The results also show that different slogan frames recruit participants with different motivations,
leading to a sample bias in terms of participant motivation for taking online studies. The self-learn
frame recruited participants who rated the bored motivation significantly higher than the sample
of participants recruited by either the fun & bored or the compare frame. One explanation for this
finding is that the self-learn slogans tended to be sensationalized while still promising concrete
feedback (e.g., “Are you a super color perceiver?” rather than something like “How do you see color?”).
Considering that participants motivated by boredom are in general less likely to take additional
studies, the self-learn slogans’ combination of sensationalism and promised feedback appeared to
be more effective at convincing these participants to take another study. This is in contrast to the
compare slogans, which tended to just promise feedback (e.g., “Do you see colors like others?”) and
the fun & bored slogans, which tended to be more sensationalized with less concrete feedback (e.g.,
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“Discover the kaleidoscope in your eyes!”). In fact, this combination of promised concrete feedback
and excitement in the slogan language can also help explain why the self-learn slogans preformed
best at recruiting participants in general.
The fact that participants with certain motivations were more likely to self-select into studies
advertised with specific frames suggests that how a researcher advertises a study can lead to sample
biases in terms of participant motivation. A participant’s motivation for taking an online study can
influence the data they provide [26, 29], suggesting that these types of sample biases can impact
study results. Additionally, collecting a sample biased to those only motivated for a single reason
can cause issues depending on what a researcher is studying. For example, if a researcher is running
a study on boredom (e.g., [39]), then collecting a participant sample biased towards those who
are all taking the study because they are bored could prove dangerous to the generalizability and
reliability of the researcher’s results.
In the following, we explore the design implications of our work. Researchers can use this new
understanding of how frames affect study recruitment to both recruit more volunteers, as well as
reduce sample biases and strengthen the validity of their online studies.
Use compare or self-learn to boost recruitment. The most effective frame overall for
recruitment was self-learn, while in certain studies compare preformed best. These slogans often
had words like “test” or “others” in them (e.g., “Do you think like others?”). Using either of these
frames can increase recruitment substantially over the science frame, whose slogans contained
words such as “support” or “research” (e.g., “Support research on the way we think!”). This finding
was consistent across both studies, suggesting that researchers interested in boosting recruitment
can employ one of these two frames.
Change your frame to gather participants with diverse motivations. Where above we
talked about using a self-learn frame to recruit participants faster, here we recognize that slogans
in this frame might attract only certain types of participants. Using only a self-learn frame can
recruit participants who are more motivated out of sheer boredom to take studies, which past
research has shown can lead to increased drop-out rates and less attentive participants, threatening
study results and validity [29]. Additionally, our own results show that participants motivated by
boredom are less likely to take additional studies than participants with other motivations. This
can be an issue for platform providers who seek to increase recruitment on a number of studies
through participants taking additional studies.
When deciding on slogan frames to use in recruitment, researchers must recognize what sort of
bias they might introduce into their study. One way a researcher can control the sample biases
introduced by slogan frames is to cycle the frames they use. For example, a researcher who wants
to gather participants with diverse motivations can cycle the slogan frame they use across science,
fun & bored, self-learn and compare slogan frames. Each could be displayed for a set amount of
time, possibly giving the science frame longer exposure due to its slower recruitment rate. Each
frame could attract different participants at different times, providing the researcher an overall
sample that is more diverse than using one frame would have allowed.
5

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The current paper assumed that participant motivations were static, i.e., would not change during
the course of a study. It is possible that taking a specific study, and seeing specific results, could
prime [54] a participant to certain motivations. For example, an interesting personalized result
might make a participant more motivated to learn about themselves (self-learn). It would be
interesting to explore how taking an online study affects a participant’s motivations by either
surveying participants before and after studies or measuring behaviours to predict motivations.
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Additionally, Study 1 recruited a participant pool of almost exclusively college-educated participants (57 out of 59). Study 1’s skew might have explained some of the differences in Study 1 slogan
ratings compared to Study 2 slogan performance.
The relatively low inter-rater agreement in categorizing slogan frames, as well as some clashes
in matching motivations (e.g., the self-learn frame recruited participants more motivated by
boredom than the fun & bored frame) suggest that the frames may have been too coarse-grained,
hiding other framing factors that might affect slogan attractiveness. For example, we grouped all
science slogans into a single frame, yet there are other factors that can influence a participant to
contribute to scientific research, such as perceived need, organization reputation, and social signals
[3, 37, 42]. These difficulties and ambiguties reveal the importance of quantifying frames as clearly
as possible when testing different slogans [11].
Work in Natural Language Processing (NLP) has developed code books and corpora for frames
found in the media, mapping phrases and words to the frames that they invoke [11], as well as
to more general semantic categories [51], yet currently these tools don’t capture nuanced frame
semantics in recruitment practices. Researchers using frames for online study recruitment could
help build these tools with the NLP community by providing annotated corpora of slogans or
recruitment messages, as well as explore the possibility of adapting general purpose framing tools
(e.g., [51]) to the focus of online study recruitment. Exploring more nuanced, quantifiable frames by
developing these tools could provide exciting insights into how to adjust a frame to be as effective
as possible based on different participant motivations.
There are also a host of other possible dimensions that influence the attractiveness of a slogan or
text, such as length, alliteration, or sentiment. These features are more about form than content,
but have been shown to affect preference and attractiveness [1, 58]. Language influences our
interpretation of the world in a myriad of ways; analyzing the biases this introduces into the online
context is an exciting future direction of this research.
6

CONCLUSION

This is the first paper that examines how advertising online experiments, specifically through
the use of slogan framing, attracts different populations. Our results suggest that slogans that
incentivize participants with the benefit of learning something new about themselves, such as
personalized feedback or social comparisons, can substantially increase recruitment compared to
slogans appealing to participants’ motivation to support science. Additionally, different frames
attract participants with different motivations: slogans advertising studies as learning more about
oneself attracted participants most motivated by boredom. Our results provide new guidelines for
researchers attempting to recruit online volunteers while mitigating sample biases.
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